Labor Deal Rouses Suspicion

By EDWARD ROEBROUGH

 рабочим. Отшли в конце даже самое обычное." As for instance, when Edward W. Carden, president of the Bank of Hawaii told a group of press and radio men Tuesday: "We recognize that if something isn't done about this, we're in a hell of a mess."

Mr. Carden wasn't talking about

Duarte Hits Fong, Porteous; Rania Blasts Red Smear

In his speech and in his interview, the labor leaders have two men who run the legislature, Senator John O. Duarte told a mass rally at the Park-Air Cemetery Friday night.

The bank, particularly, but rather about the economy of the Territory of Hawaii. Specifically, he referred to a condition outlined in the middle of a report issued by the bank, prepared by James H. Shoemaker, the bank's research expert, and entitled, "The Economy of Hawaii Today."

The condition, as reported in the document, is that Hawaii is spending $8,027,090 more dollars on the Mainland than she is bringing in from the Mainland by exile and services.

Mr. Shoemaker, explaining his report, pointed out that this figure and others indicate that the Territory is headed for a deficit on Mainland economy, but he added: "However, we would be very unhappy if this item is taken to be the main point in the report."

The answer to the unbalanced imbalance in import-export capital, he asserted, would not be to be met in one of two ways. Either production and efficiency must be increased (speedup), or the "standard of living" in the Territory will have to be decreased—by about $121 dollars per person in the matter of expenditures for exports, Carden added.

The report says: "The 1946 imbalances of goods amounted to an average of $1,012 per month for every man, woman and child in the Territory."

Government Aid Sought

Shoemaker also outlined a section of the report entitled, "A 1950 Action Program," in which measures are suggested for emergency and long-range programs to alleviate unemployment. The emergency program, as Shoemaker explained, is largely a matter of what should be taken care of, by government, agencies, state, territorial and city-county. Suggestions include those that have been discussed by the Full Employments Conference.

National Dems Wait for Full Account of Convention; Lau Points to Party Rules

When 91 dissident delegates walked out of the Democratic convention last Sunday, there was a strong hope among the minority that it would get recognition from the National Democratic Party.

A pre-convention discussion on the walkout, with Governor William H. Stewart at the head of the delegation of delegates from the Alliance, led to the following statement from theFull Employments Conference:

"We are opposed to the removal of any member of the Democratic party from its ranks on the ground that he has failed to vote as we would have him vote."

"We believe that the Democratic party should be a party of progressive men and women who are willing to work for the advancement of the people of Hawaii."

-It started early — then the walkout! (More convention pictures inside)
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Illegal Boycott" Said of Outdoor Circle's Action

The Outdoor Circle took the skies into its jurisdiction this week when its members threatened a "secondary boycott" of a Waikiki store in order to bring advertising, with neon signs, under airline wings.

The "Tolo" (Fattern, Ltd.), was the target of the women's group.

Took Months Preparing

"It took us four to five months to do all the necessary steps in order to plan these actions," said Harry Friggino, president of the Outdoor Circle last Friday night.

Pressure to stop advertising in the air came from the Outdoor Circle even before the Friday night action. The Outdoor Circle started on

Many Seek Return, Says Veteran of Cal. Farming Job

By STAFF WRITER

MAK M. Chaves had his picture and a brief interview published in the afternoon daily here last Saturday, one day after he embarked on the President Cleveland mission to the Philippines workers whom he said he was going to employ on vegetable farms near Salinas, Calif., with the "W & E" Cooperative. But his operation and the company he says he represents are still shrouded in mystery in Honolulu, although he had refused to tell the press anything about it.

He did, in fact, deny his occupation to an inquiring employer of the Territorial Employment service.

Consultative Inquiries

"I didn't have anything to consult the United States Department of Agriculture about my business, as I have no idea where anything about his business at all," he said. Because of inquiries from officials of the United States Department of Agriculture, Mr. Chaves, a former farmer in California, wrote the Philippine Consulate in San Francisco for information on the United States Department of Agriculture.

A University of Hawaii authority, who said the United States Department of Agriculture, "is the principal source of information on the subject of agriculture, has no record of such an organization or any agri-
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The People Laughed

The streets of Cucuta, Venezuela, twilled with laughter and teared-eyed police became excited and were not a bit happy, as they sighted the endless stream of refugees that could not be suppressed.

This HAMMERS when, on April 27, someone in the United Nations resolution was added to the list of refugees. They knew that the military dictatorship which ruled the government for the oil companies had long ago been under the control of the United Nations.

WHO WAS THE RASCAL? The police immediately arrested the newspaper's publisher and all its typesetters and other staff members. The people on the streets shouted, "Yes, yes," and the telegraph lines were filled with reports.

Prepared In My Mind

Wirs were crossed somewhere as President Syngman Rhee of the South Korean government, who had been an ally of the United Nations, the Chinese government, and the United States. He was prepared to act in his own mind.

China Missionaries

Sixty-eight church leaders, most of them are uncompleted, have served in the scattered villages, towns and cities of China. They are engaged on a mission, called on to open the doors of the churches and to assist in the training of church leaders.

Cross identified the churches as "officers, secretaries, members and ministers" in a report to the semi-official mission conference. The churches had semi-official members and ministers who worked in China.

The former missionaries said the people's resistance is the actual government of China. It is in control of the mainland and is generally accepted by the Chinese people as their established government.

They added with a warning note: "It is evident that if the United States is to hold a place in the world, we must be constantly aware of the longings and aspirations of the Chinese people."

49 Years Old

Mr. Zhao, a 49-year-old, said he had been a member of the Imperial Palace. He was the emperor's birthday and Hirohito appeared on the throne. His grandfather, Emperor Meiji, who was the last emperor of Japan, was born in 1852.

The Kiss

A hundred people looked at the Imperial Palace to wish the emperor happy birthday. And Hirohito appeared on the throne. His grandfather, Emperor Meiji, who was the last emperor of Japan, was born in 1852.
Stainback, Rep. Talked; Mayor Wilson Stood Pat

At 10 o'clock Sunday night, the second regular term of the late Mayor John H. Wilson to try to pass a certain ordinance for the original convention and join the "tum." Mayor refused, reminding Kranickf that he and Kimball had a successful model on the Civil Service Club in the 18th of the 4th against W. R. Billings. The mayor's refusal is based on the popular sentiment and the mayor says he is trying to start a new political club.

The "time" which is "set" referred to by Mayor Wilson in his convention speech, that he is to begin the efforts that have been made to get him to assume the "time" which the un-American Activities Committee, was represented by Governor Stahr habe and Congressman Daniel Meitner (D., Calif., the RECORD has been published, and both are believed to have made two unsuccessful visits to the mayor at Mahalo House.

The mayor, in this course, follows the political practice of President Roosevelt, and this policy has paid any attention to any effort to any serious interest of the public interest. But the mayor has proved himself loyal to the New Deal.

Drought Puts Pine Down, Hapco Vice Pres. Says

Legislation on Lualai last week has reduced Hapco Pine Company's overall fruit output by 90 percent for the coming canning season, according to C. C. Chong, vice president of the company.

Because of the drought's disruption of normal operations the company predicted that the canning season is expected to be longer than normal this year—although production will be lower, he said. The company expects a good pineapple harvest from its Wahiawa plantation, but conditions resulting from the last dry spell will more than offset this, Chong said.

"After a period of nearly ten months when some crops were irrigated, there was no rain at all, the rains in late December and through January relieved the situation, but much of the damage was beyond recovery," he said.

With favorable weather from now on, he continued, it will probably be some time before the cycle of planting, growing, and harvesting is complete, he said, to schedule and have the crop.

To protect a large part of the pineapple crop, he said, the drought, the pipe company is drilling wells. In addition, its water well, currently completed, will produce 1,000,000 gallons of water a day.

Maui Ruling Similar To Texas Jury Case

The U.S. Supreme Court last week ruled that a grand jury from which all Negroes were intentionally excluded is illegal in reversing the conviction of A. Texas Negro Les Cassel, in a murder case.

The decision was similar to the three-judge federal court ruling on the Maui grand jury case when it resulted from picking by ILWU members.

Similar To Maui Case

The federal judges who heard the case in Honolulu condemned the method of selecting grand juries on Maui County where the "hоеl bоam" group was the predominant on the jury panel.

The jury commissioners in Texas where Cassel was convicted admitted having picked the grand jury which indicted him elections of people with whom they were personally acquainted.

In the Maui instance, the federal judges found the 1947 "hоеl bоam" jury was illegally constituted because non-Negroes and wage-earners were unreasonably excluded from it.

The "hоеl bоam" reconstruction, the decision of the federal judges is a blow to the entire hоam group comprised by the Hawaiian Legislature on the representation of Maui County, the...
National Dems
Wait for Full
Convention Story
(from page 1)

Fruit, but not to statehood, has been the avowed goal of the Democratic Party in Hawaii, and the path to statehood has been a long and arduous one. The party has faced numerous challenges and obstacles, but remains committed to its goal.

The right-wing coalition, which has been the driving force behind Hawaii's push for statehood, has faced criticism from some members of the Democratic Party. However, the party remains steadfast in its commitment to statehood.

The Democratic Party in Hawaii has faced many challenges, including opposition from the right-wing coalition, but has remained committed to its goal of statehood. The party continues to work towards its goal, with the ultimate goal of bringing statehood to the islands.

8 YEARS AGO

MRS. MCCULLOUGH (DEALER FROM TENNESSEE). I am reliably informed that the government, instead of being a republic, is a dictator. It is a dictatorship. The government, which absolutely controls the Territory of Hawaii, is a very small oligarchy and more interested in lining its pockets than in the good of the people. The government, which absolute controls the Territory of Hawaii, is a very small oligarchy and more interested in lining its pockets than in the good of the people.

SUPERVISOR ERNEST HEEN, and friend,

sent the dissidents' side to the national body.

When the smoke had cleared after the split, significantly the dissident group had no endorsed Governor Stabokin for reappointment. The issue of the endorsement, pushed by some right-wing, was causing division in the camp. The right-wing movement has been led by the governor up to this time.

RILEY ALLEN, by the way, stopped in a New Jersey law firm, and got a good offer of $5,000 a year to set up a legal aid project in Hawaii. The project would aid the people, and also get the statehood junket. The project has nothing to do with Mr. McCullough's representation of the state of Illinois. McCullough's been plagued about this kind of legal aid projects for a long time. The Continental, or American Bar Association, should be supporting these kinds of foreign policy projects, by giving Dr. Stabokin's work in connection with the Supreme Court and Mr. McCullough to the people.

V HOVER WROTE THE Stabokin story in Monday's paper. He was a long-time friend of Mineer, and Make Study in Centrists.—Samuelson, a New York Democratic member of Congress, was made a delegate to the Democratic Convention in Chicago by an action taken by the Democrats. Stabokin, with political strategy at his disposal, had the convention pass the bill that the third party would have to vote against the measure. The bill was passed by a narrow margin, and Stabokin was able to get his bill passed.

"GET THE FACTS"—Women of the Democratic Women's Division are advised to write Secretary of the Interior, O. C. Chapman, to get copies of the "Get the Facts" booklet, which is a good summary of the facts concerning the tariff question.

"WHERE WERE THE Human rights leaders during the Hearings on the Supreme Court?"—The Human rights leaders were not present at the hearings, but were represented by their spokesmen. The Human rights leaders are not present at the hearings because they believe in the right of the Supreme Court to rule as it sees fit, and they do not want to be present at the hearings to interfere with the right of the Supreme Court to rule as it sees fit.

"STOCK FOR SALE"—The Stokely Nakamuras, who were the stock owners, are offering their stock for sale. The stock is being offered at a price of $1 per share. The stockholders are offering their stock for sale because they believe that the stock is not worth its current price.

"THE BILL"—The bill considered by the House of Representatives was introduced by Representative Smokh, who is a member of the House of Representatives. The bill was introduced to provide for the payment of the debts of the United States government. The bill was introduced in order to prevent the government from defaulting on its obligations.

"CONVENTION CHAIRMAN JACK BURNS and Central Committee Chairman Lani Ah Chew put their heads together."
Bankrupt Dodo-Birds', Says Esposito of GOP

[Educated Notes: the following is the entire speech given by key- note speaker at the Democratic Convention. Below is the debate at the Democratic convention, where Dodo-Birds have shown up to press the new order of the demo-cratization, the Republic National Party. Subheads are ours.]

I have been chosen as the key-note speaker for the Democratic Convention because the Democrats are the party of the future. I am here to present the new order of the Democratic Party, and to bring a breath of fresh air to the political scene. The new order is leaving the old order behind.

President Roosevelt brought the Democratic Party to the forefront. But there are many who feel that the party is not moving as fast as it should. The Democratic Party has faced some setbacks, but it continues to grow and evolve. The new order is characterized by three main points:

1. Strength in numbers: The Democratic Party is the party of the majority. It represents the views of the people, and it works to bring about change for the better.
2. Unity in diversity: The Democratic Party is a party of inclusiveness. It welcomes people from all walks of life, and it works to bring about a better society for all.
3. Progressivism: The Democratic Party is a party of progress. It works to bring about a better future for the people, and it is committed to solving the problems facing our nation.

I urge all of you to support the Democratic Party in this time of change. Together, we can bring about a better future for all.
TERRITORY FACES "HELL OF A MESS" SAYS BANK PRES.

WAR AREAS, A CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS IDEA AND A CIVIC CLEANUP CAMPAIGN.

The CCC program had three sister-communities, territorial and federal. The community programs were to be carried out by the territorial and federal programs cooperatively, the territorial program was to work projects by government agencies.

It is interesting to reflect that a little more than a year ago, the local union leaders, speaking on economic issues, expressed a desire for a new constitution. The government is ready to proceed with the proposed program, but not before the new constitution has been adopted. The government has not yet completed the necessary legal requirements.

The first step following that summation will be the publication of a report which should be distributed to the public. The report will include a summary of the progress made to date.

Looking Backward

At a Missouri Dairy in El Dorado, Kansas, the 1961 model, a Federal Borden, was released. It was the first model built on the basis of a federal project. The price was $120,000, which was about the price of a new truck.

The offer was too low for many bidders who were waiting for a better offer. One bidder, who had been watching the market, decided to offer $125,000, but the offer was rejected. Another bidder, who had been watching the market, decided to offer $130,000, but the offer was also rejected. Both bidders decided to offer $135,000, but the offer was still rejected. The offer was finally accepted by the government, and the bidders were pleased with the decision.
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(continued from page 1)

... continually demand the workers perform to their satisfaction.

Many Wish To Return

From both sides it is reported that those workers who went out of work as a result of the strike are in constant touch with those who are still at the company. It is said that they plan to come back to work as soon as the strike is settled.

All workers said Garcia told them the prices of their transportation to and from the islands would be cut by 50 cents a day, and the number of days a week would be reduced from 6 to 5.

The workers also were informed that the company would open a store at the company to sell food and clothing to the workers at lower prices than those available elsewhere.

A meeting in a hotel room was held by the workers, and it was decided that a strike committee would be formed to handle the negotiations with the company.

"Illegal Boycott" (Continued from page 1)

The new labor agreement provides for a 10-hour workday, and it was decided that this should be the goal of the strike committee.

The workers also decided to hold a meeting with the company representatives to discuss the details of the new agreement.

Kageyama Won't Quit

They are determined to fight for their rights, and they will not be intimidated by the company's threats.

The workers are confident that they will be able to reach a fair settlement with the company, and they are determined to continue their fight until their demands are met.

WILLIE CRAGEN

Duarte Hits Fong, Porteous

(Continued from page 1)

Duarte said: "The voice of America must not be silenced by the noise of the local junior statesman." He added that the local junior statesman, out of fear for his own position, must speak the truth and be the spokesman for the American people.

"The voice of America must be heard," he said, "and the local junior statesman must not be permitted to silence it."
GLANCE AT HAROLD RICE

How does it look after the minority bolted from the Democratic convention? Editorially and in the news columns of the dailies we find the dissident group receiving strong support.

We also find the GOP-controlled newspapers hints and suggestions that Democrats should join the right-wing minority. One daily has said that Democrats who don't want to join the Republican party now can sit in with the Democratic splinter minority.

All this interest in the dissidents is quite interesting, and shall we say, revealing.

In analyzing the situation, one need not go far to find a pretty strong person. Harold Rice who led the walk-out is a big man, physically that is, and one can't miss him. Let's stop and look at him.

Can one seriously consider Mr. Rice, big landowner and part of the Big Five, really a supporter of FEPC, equitable taxation, and a host of other things that are not points in the rump convention's platform.

The Democratic Party is admittedly the party of the common man. How can it be led by Harold Rice?

DAVE BECK AND THE RECORD

Dave Beck is either a man with a very short memory or one who considers the people of Hawaii particularly gullible and naive.

Mr. Beck, the western chief of the AFL Teamsters, who yearns to be the boss of everyone, has had a surprising interview to the press in Honolulu last week in which he protested he had never been "anti-Japanese." What is Mr. Beck drooling over the possibility of moving in on the Hawaiian labor field heretofore dominated by the CIO's ILWU, headed by his West Coast arch rival, Harry Bridges, and is anxious to filch himself of any talent of racism. In Hawaii, where a considerable percentage of the labor population has not of Caucasian ancestry, a racist background such as that possessed by Mr. Beck is something to be scoffed at.

Instead of admitting that he was mistaken in his anti-Nisei and anti Oriental attitude during and before the war, as a number of people have pointed out, that he had injured no one, Beck chose to play innocent.

"I have no anti-Japanese record," he told the Honolulu press. "I have been associated with the Japanese people on the Pacific Coast for many years. I went to school with them. Some of the finest friends I have were Japanese. When it came my time to choose between America and Japan, I chose America."

Mr. Beck's last sentence, of course, is a dead giveaway. Although he protests being a friend to the people of Japan, he has injured no one, Beck chose to play innocent.

It appears that the burly Mr. Beck hasn't learned.

Dave Beck, apparently does not credit the people of Hawaii with any knowledge of his record as boss of the Teamsters or that of another Pacific Coast race-baiter, State Senator Jack Tennyson of Los Angeles, who made some speeches in Hawaii last year that were colored with race-baiting themes.

In race hatred against evaques of Japanese ancestry during the war years in California. The record, however, revealed Mr. Tennyson in a different light and he was exposed as a false prophet.

From the PACIFIC CITIZEN, March 18, 1940

Looking Backward

RUSSIAN IMMIGRANTS—1910

(Seventh of a Series)

At home in their ill-smelling huts at Twili, the Russians drew in their belts and looked about for casual work in Honolulu. They choused "[palau] workers in plantation. NOW" Meanwhile the Adver- tiser and the plantation interests amused; and hotest of all used A. P. Burlingame, father of the Honolulu Immigration scheme.

A poor Russian who had been beaten by two men in his home. He talked to both of them. To the Russian he wrote an open letter gently lecturing them in fatherly fashion.

"Freedom Swept Your Heads"

There are no classes for cripples at home, and the change to freedom has sweated your means. The Americans spent a lot of money to bring you here. Everyday now is very sure on account of your foolishness.

"More than half of you can not read and write, and that, people think, is why you do not understand. When people come here they must take what they can get for working. You must understand that when you accept small presents of something, to live on from Hawaiians and Portuguese, you lose your face and sense of shame . . ."

"Your leaders may be very nice people in private life. But they try to have a lot of people who can not read or write. It may be that they do not understand how much harm they are doing you. It is better for them to go to America and get a suggestion."

"They will not stop at that. They will keep on acting so as to disgrace Russians. Take what you can get now, and soon you must set more, when you deserve it."

Only a Suggestion

About the Russians for explanation. "Why do they hang this Yaltleff up? Are they waiting for you? Are they waiting until some one is killed and then they can move in?" When questioned, they would have handled this affair properly. "Perhaps fifty hung; make a start and we will look after the National Defense."

Next day a delegation of Russians called on Governor Frear to ask when the hanging—in which they had objections—would take place. The Governor made a suggestion.

Meanwhile Vasiliev was arrested for contempt of court because he didn't want to be present to a district attorney to question him. This was a struggle between the court a little too far, and Vasiliev was released, thus becoming a hero to his followers.

Police was building up toward the crisis expected by Porceliani. The police feared that the "socialistic" Russians would celebrate May Day. The Russians did indeed institute a celebration, but what they intended celebrating was a religious holiday which fell on Sunday, May 1. Suddenly, on April 29, Vasiliev was arrested for vagrancy along with a local inspector, Truhan, a corporal and an orderly. The Russians, left without leadership for their intended Easter proce- dure, were crushed.

Demand Release of Leader

As evening drew on, a crowd of several hundred gathered about the police station—women and children in arms scurried among the men.

Our account of what followed is drawn from the local press. The Russians would no doubt have told the story from a different point of view. It makes considerable difference whether a policeman's club is in your hand or just across your head.

The Russians who were present and who were round March 1, reported the advertiser, "and stopped in front of the police station, the prisoners were for a while looked desperate, for it was just after the day watch had gone home. A battle started last night, and when Sheriff (William) Barrett and the city officer, there were not more than a dozen or so there. The sheriff called out several of the trustees and began to temperate the howling mob while he sent out effort toward getting reinforcements . . . ."

There was nobody who could understand what the Russians were yelling, but the word Vasiliev was distinguished, and it (more on page 6)